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Microsoft Access 2007 Data AnalysisJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Chart a course for more effective data analysis
   Data analysis is more than crunching numbers and turning them into charts and graphs. Certainly Excel can do that, but you may be surprised to discover that Access 2007 offers powerful functionality that may be even better suited to your data analysis needs. Learn to analyze...
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Beginning VB 2005 Databases: From Novice to Professional (Beginning: From Novice to Professional)Apress, 2007
Beginning Visual Basic 2005 Databases teaches you everything you need to know about relational databases, SQL, and ADO.NET 2.0, giving you a sound start in developing console and Windows database applications. The book also includes chapters on the new SQL Server XML data type and the forthcoming LINQ enhancements to the next version of...
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Beginning JSP, JSF and Tomcat Web Development: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2007

	Start building Java-based web applications now, even if you’re a complete newcomer to Java. Comprehensive and example-driven, Beginning JSP™, JSF™, and Tomcat Web Development is all you need to develop dynamic web applications using JSP, connect to databases with JSF, and put them into action using the world’s...
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Big Data GlossaryO'Reilly, 2011

	
		To help you navigate the large number of new data tools available, this guide describes 60 of the most recent innovations, from NoSQL databases and MapReduce approaches to machine learning and visualization tools. Descriptions are based on first-hand experience with these tools in a production environment.

	
		This handy...
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Microsoft® SQL Server™ 2000 Unleashed, Second EditionSams Publishing, 2002
Microsoft SQL Server 2000 Unleashed, 2E offers a variety of topics for system and database administrators to help them learn new features of the product and to solve problems they face on a daily basis. It shows them how to build upon their working knowledge of the product and take their experience and knowledge to...
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Excel 2003 VBA Programmer's Reference (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2004
If you’re an Excel user seeking more control over your spreadsheets, or if you are developing Excel applications for others, this comprehensive volume provides what you need to maximize VBA flexibility in the Excel environment. Fully revised and updated, it focuses exclusively on VBA for Excel and provides appropriate information for...
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Mining eBay Web Services: Building Applications with the eBay APISybex, 2004
Improved Speed, Accuracy, and Convenience—Yours for the     Taking
     
     eBay is continuously improving the features it offers buyers     and sellers. Now, the biggest improvements are ones you can build for     yourself.
     
     Mining eBay Web Services teaches you to create custom...
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Microsoft Data Mining: Integrated Business Intelligence for e-Commerce and Knowledge ManagementDigital Press, 2001
Data mining exploits the knowledge that is held in the enterprise data store by examining the data to reveal patterns that suggest better ways to produce profit, savings, higher-quality products, and greater customer satisfaction. Just as the lines on our faces reveal a history of laughter and frowns, the patterns embedded in data reveal a history...
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Schaum's Easy Outline HTMLMcGraw-Hill, 2003
What could be better than the bestselling Schaum's Outline series? For students looking for a quick nuts-and-bolts overview, it would have to be Schaum's Easy Outline series. Every book in this series is a pared-down, simplified, and tightly focused version of its predecessor. With an emphasis on clarity and brevity, each new title features a...
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Dissecting SQL Server Execution PlansGrant Fritchey, 2008

	Every day, out in the various discussion boards devoted to Microsoft SQL Server, the same types of questions come up again and again: Why is this query running slow? Is my index getting used? Why does this query run faster than this query? My response is the same n in each case: have you looked at the execution plan? Execution plans provide a...
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ABAP Performance TuningSAP Press, 2009

	This book is your guide for analyzing and optimizing ABAP source code (ABAP/4 and ABAP Objects). You’ll learn about the analysis tools and performance-relevant technologies, and you’ll discover how you can analyze existing source code and enhance your programming style. This is the resource you need to ensure that your ABAP...
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PolyBase Revealed: Data Virtualization with SQL Server, Hadoop, Apache Spark, and BeyondApress, 2019

	
		
			Harness the power of PolyBase data virtualization software to make data from a variety of sources easily accessible through SQL queries while using the T-SQL skills you already know and have mastered.

		
			PolyBase Revealed shows you how to use the PolyBase feature of SQL Server 2019 to...
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